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Details of Visit:

Author: Transit
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 16 Mar 2017 16:45
Duration of Visit: 20 Minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07845091928

The Premises:

Flat near MK shopping. Clean and well lit. Discreet entry phone to ground floor flat.
Parking is pay and display just outside the block, parking is private in the grounds.

The Lady:

Nice looking Korean woman in her mid twenties about 5'4" around a C cup, size 10 ish.
Nice legs.

The Story:

I was shown in and the woman was waiting for me standing in the room by the bed.
She had a baby doll nightdress on and her body looked very sexy.
I handed over the cash and she left to hide it away returning a minute later by which time I was
naked and ready to rock and roll.
I rarely take more than twenty minutes but like to pack my time with action so quickly laid her
stomach down on the bed and got to work giving her a good tonguing in the pussy and arse,
spreading her buttocks to get good access and a good view.
Nice and clean, and smelled good, I left her very wet.
Turning her I knelt over her head and got into a 69 position and had another go at her pussy while
occasionally rubbing her my balls over her face.
Now ready to enjoy her she unrolled the condom over my very hard cock. Lifting one of her legs
high with her slightly on her side I was able to slide deeply into her nice cunt.
Not wishing to rush things I slowly pumped her, pulling nearly all the way out and then back in again
filling her completely.
At my age an orgasm is not what it used to be and it's more about the event leading up to cumming
that makes a visit worthwhile.
The lady did not disappoint taking my cock as I pumped her harder and harder until I spilled my load
pushing in as deep as I could at the end.
I stayed inside kissing her, no tongues, and playing with her tits until I was soft and fell out.
She cleaned me up with kitchen roll and wet wipes then I left very satisfied.
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